We present the DYPSA algorithm for automatic and reliable estimation of glottal closure instants (GCls) in voiced speech. Reliable GCl estimation is essential for closed-phase speech analysis, from which can be derived features of the vocal tract and, separately, the voice source. It has been shown that such features can be used with significant advantages in applications such as speaker recognition. DYPSA is automatic and operates using the speech signal alone without the need for an EGG or Laryngograph signal. It incorporates a new technique for estimating GCI candidates and employs dynamic programmi ng to select the most likely candidates according to a defined cost function. We review and evaluate three existing methods and compare our new algorithm to them. Results for DYPSA show GCI detection accuracy to within ±0.25ms on 81% of the test database and fewer than 1 % false alarms and misses.
INTRODUCTION
Conventional speech analysis procedures use autoregressive modeling in LPC-based approaches or spectraVcepstral estimation in transform-based approaches. These methods work well for cases where only a spectral estimate is required but do not explicitly deconvolve the transfer function of the vocal tract, which is assumed quasi-stationary, from the excitation signal, which can be modeled as a quasi-periodic signal in voiced speech and a noise-like excitation in unvoiced speech.
Consequently, the features extracted by conventional analysis methods represent the combined effects of source and tract. However, in several important applications of speech processing, including speaker recognition and speech coding, it is advantageous to extract reliable estimates of the vocal tract transfer function and, separately, the properties of the voice source. The algorithm described here for GCI estimation provides the segmentation of the larynx cycle necessary for the solution to this latter estimation problem.
It has been shown [1] that the voice source signal can be deconvolved from the speech signal using multicycle closed-phase inverse filtering (MCIF) [2J and that the resulting signal can be successfully parameterized 0-1803-7402-9/02/$11.00 ©2002 IEEE 
SEGMENTATION OF THE LARYNX CYCLE
Several algorithms have been proposed for determining glottal closure instants from a speech waveform. One of the earliest approaches [5] derived Gels from the autocovariance matrix of the speech signal and later work [6] used the minimum energy in the LPC residual. As a development of [5] , the GCls in [7] are identified as the maxima of the Frobenius Norm of the signal matrix. The authors reported significant improvements in performance, computational complexity and noise robustness. The method proposed in [8] estimates the location of the excitation within an analysis frame as the average value of the group delay. Recently, work on energy flow in the lossless-tube model has been reported [10] and it was suggested that the signal representing acoustic input power at the glottis can be used to determine the instants of glottal closure and opening.
In this paper, the APLAWD database [II] has been used to perform comparative evaluations of three methods for estimating Gels in voiced speech using Wong's LPC residual (LPCR) [6] , the Frobenius Norm (FN) [7) and the Group Delay (GD) [8] . APLA WD contains phonetically balanced speech from 5 male and 5 female talkers as well as EGG recordings from which, after time-alignment, reference Gels have been extracted using the HQTx algorithm [9] . The alignment of estimated Gels to the reference GCls used dynamic programmi ng to minimize total absolute detection error. For each method we measure false alann rate (FAR) and miss rate (MR).
We also assess accuracy of detection by first computing We observe from Fig. 1 and for which we have empl oyed a voiced/unvoiced detector based on the ratio of short-time speech energy to zero crossing rate [14] . The ZCB tenn adds a penalty when the GCI candidate arises from the projection of a turning point onto the time-axis as described in Section 3.
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The individual components of the cost function are defined as follows.
Pitch Deviation Cost is a function of adjacent GCI
candidates taken from the last three stages of the path segment under consideration and is defined as t j is the time of occurre nce of candidate GCI(j).
This cost increases with pitch deviation between successive larynx cycles as shown in Fig. 3 and is based on the assumption of smooth variation in pitch over short segments of voiced speech.
Frobenius Norm Amplitude Consistency Cost is
formulated as min(FN q ,FNr)
where FNJ is the Frobenius Norm [7] of the speech data matrix value estimated over a 3ms window centered on GCI candidate j. This cost increases with variation in FN between successive cycles. Since the FN of the speech data matrix is normally much larger at instants of true excitation than at false alarms, candidate GCls for which the FN is significantly different, usually smaller, than neighboring GCls are more likely to be false alarms and are penalized accordingly. Ideal Phase Slope Function Deviation Cost provides an indication of the "goodness" of the phase-slope function [8) and is defined as
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Our experiments have shown that it is quite common to obtain two positive going zero-crossings per cycle in the phase-slope function. It is interesting to consider, as further work, whether the first corresponds to the glottal closure and the second to opening. We define the ideal phase-slope at a positive zero..crossing to be a straight line of unit gradient, which corresponds to an impulsive excitation at the GCI. Under this definition, we have fOWld that GCI candidates corresponding to true Gels have a phase-slope function significantly closer to the ideal than other candidates. We therefore formulate the phase-slope deviation cost by computing the sum square error, r, between the measured phase-slope function and the ideal phase-slope, calculated over a short (O.85ms) window centered on the zero-crossing.
Speech Waveform Similarity Cost uses the normalized cross-correlation, NCorr p •r, estimated using lOms speech segments centered at the GCI candidates p and r Ca :-NCorr p r/2.
p,
• During voicing, it is common to find that the speech waveform near an instant of excitation is well correlated to the waveform at the previous excitation. We therefore apply a high cost to any candidate GCls that occur when the speech signal is significantly uncorreJated with the signal at the previous GCI. This serves effectively to penalize any candidates that occur, for example, part way through a larynx cycle.
SIMULATION RESULTS
The tests described in Section 2 using the APLA WD database have been repeated on the DYPSA algorithm. Fig. 4 shows the corresponding results. Tables I and 2 show 
